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Abstract. We make a detailed analysis of the indirect diffuse gamma-ray signals from
dark matter annihilation in the Galaxy. We include the prompt emission, as well as the
emission from inverse Compton scattering whenever the annihilation products contain light
leptons. We consider both the contribution from the smooth dark matter halo and that
from substructures. The main parameters for the latter are the mass function index and
the minimal subhalo mass. We use recent results from N-body simulations to set the most
reasonable range of parameters, and find that the signal can be boosted by a factor ranging
from 2 to 15 towards the Galactic poles, slightly more towards the Galactic anticenter, with
an important dependence on the subhalo mass index. This uncertainty is however much less
than that of the extragalactic signal studied in the literature. We derive upper bounds on
the dark matter annihilation cross section using the isotropic gamma-ray emission measured
by Fermi-LAT, for two directions in the sky, the Galactic anticenter and the Galactic pole(s).
The former represents the lowest irreducible signal from dark matter annihilation, and the
latter is robust as the astrophysical background, dominated by the hadronic contribution, is
rather well established in that direction. Finally, we show how the knowledge of the minimal
subhalo mass, which formally depends on the dark matter particle interactions with normal
matter, can be used to derive the mass function index.
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1 Introduction
It is now well established that the dominant component of matter in the universe is not
conventional baryonic matter, but dark matter (DM) [1–3]. Moreover, it is also known that
DM should be relatively cold, i.e. with a rather small free-streaming length at the matter
domination period, in order to trigger the hierarchical formation of structures on time. The
resulting cold dark matter (CDM) paradigm has been able to describe a wealth of data amaz-
ingly well, from galactic to cosmological scales. Prime among candidates to explain where
DM stems from is the weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP). Its popularity arises from
the simple fact that assuming a new particle with weak interactions and a mass around the
electroweak scale automatically leads to the correct relic abundance, while providing specific
and potentially observable signatures [4, 5]. This non-trivial result, as well as theoretical
motivations for having new physics at the weak scale, converge to make this scenario very
appealing. Nevertheless, the CDM paradigm might still suffer from predicting too much
power on small scales, but this remains an open issue [6]. In turn, such a small scale power
could be exploited for discovery purposes [7], as we will discuss below.
DM candidates arising in particle theories aimed at solving specific theoretical issues
of the standard model (SM) are usually featured by the property of self-annihilation (or
decay). This may be related to the stability of the proton, as is the case in the popular
supersymmetric framework, and opens the possibility of detecting cosmic annihilation traces
[5, 8–10]. DM indirect detection has been extensively studied in the past ten years, with
a boost of activity since the successful launch of the latest gamma-ray satellite, the Fermi-
LAT, granting a much higher sensitivity to point sources, a better energy resolution, and
an energy range extending to higher energies than its predecessors [11]. In particular, the
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sensitivity to DM annihilation signals is better than ever, and probing cross sections lying
in the canonical range fixed by requiring the correct WIMP cosmological abundance is now
possible. However, after over 3 years of data taking, no signal was found which could be
unequivocally traced back to DM, aside from a potential line-like feature around 130 GeV
very recently found in the diffuse emission around the Galactic center [12, 13]. Since the
latter remains to be unambiguously connected to DM, this conservatively implies that limits
on DM model parameters could be extracted from the total observed gamma-ray flux. A non-
exhaustive list of works using Fermi-LAT results is [14–24]. These studies differ in that the
gamma-ray signal from DM annihilation was inferred either from the Galactic, extragalactic,
or both contributions. Moreover, different sets of data were considered, namely different
directions in the sky or the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray background [25]. Here we would
like to focus on the contribution coming from the Galactic halo only so as to minimize the
theoretical uncertainties; we leave the extragalactic calculation for a future work. Note that,
except for extreme astrophysical assumptions, the Galactic component usually provides more
stringent constraints than the extragalactic one [19, 20].
In the works cited above, the treatment of the DM-induced photon emission typically
suffers from the following shortcomings:
• For final states involving charged leptons, the diffusion of subsequent electrons and
positrons from the point of annihilation to the point where they produce gamma-rays
by inverse Compton (IC) scattering is neglected.
• DM substructures, which are expected to populate the Galactic halo in number, are
often neglected, and, if not, mostly considered for the prompt emission; nevertheless,
they are rarely taken into account for the IC contribution, for which spatial diffusion
of electrons and positrons also plays an important role.
Regarding the first point, the diffusion of electrons is typically assumed to be negligible
away from the Galactic center when computing the gamma-ray flux from DM annihilation.
Intuitively, this might only be correct when the density gradient is small over large enough
distances, larger than the typical diffusion length. This was verified to some extent in [26] (see
also [15]), but focusing mostly on regions where the locally constrained diffusion coefficient
is still meaningful. This therefore mostly concerns the so-called diffusion zone. Nevertheless,
DM annihilation also injects cosmic-ray (CR) electrons outside this region, which should
also contribute to the overall IC gamma-ray production along the line of sight. Here, we will
shortly discuss this statement further, and see to what extent the approximation of neglecting
spatial diffusion holds. We will perform a full analysis of the transport issue in a subsequent
paper.
As for subhalos, they are robustly predicted from structure formation, either in full
analytic approaches of hierarchical clustering [27, 28], and in N-body numerical simulations
(e.g. [29–31]), although the resolution needed to probe the smallest scales within the WIMP
paradigm, down to . 10−10M⊙ [32], is out of reach except at very large redshifts [33]. It
was realized a long time ago that subhalos could play an important role in indirect detection
at the Galactic scale by boosting the predicted DM signals [7, 34–36]. Their impact was
also studied in early works on the DM-induced extragalactic gamma-ray emission and its
possible detection [37]. Missing this part would have led to underpredict the extragalactic
flux by a factor of at least 104. Consistency would therefore imply to systematically include
DM substructures in indirect detection calculations. However, since the Fermi data were
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released, the tendency in studies on DM indirect detection with diffuse gamma rays has
often been either to neglect them or to deal with them with very crude estimates (except in
a few cases, e.g. [18, 19, 26]).
Within the CDM paradigm, our Galactic halo is big enough to host a large number
of DM clumps. N-body zoomed-in simulations have already resolved tens of thousands of
them in Milky-Way-like halos down to their resolution limit (∼ 104M⊙), and a conservative
extrapolation to Earth-mass objects would even imply a total number of the order of, or larger
than 1013. The presence of such Galactic subhalos must increase the diffuse Galactic gamma-
ray emission, especially at large latitudes. Although the amplification is expected to be
modest, less than a factor of 10 typically [26], we emphasize that given the current constraints
on small WIMP masses around 10 GeV or so, a factor of a few may have an important impact
on still allowed borderline configurations. Moreover, we stress the theoretical uncertainties
due to subhalos are much lower at the Galactic scale than at the cosmological scale [18, 26, 37],
the latter being relevant to the extragalactic component; limits coming from predictions
focused on the Galactic scale only can therefore be considered as more robust. Nevertheless,
in order to have a realistic prediction for the Galactic DM-induced gamma-ray flux on Earth,
it is crucial to include subhalos in a consistent way, namely for both the prompt and IC
signals. This is another goal of ours for this paper.
It is important to discuss which data sets and directions in the sky should be preferred
in order to derive robust bounds on the annihilation cross section. Clearly, the total gamma-
ray flux measured by Fermi-LAT in every direction in the sky is a possible choice, but it is
most probably too conservative. Indeed the conventional Galactic diffuse component induced
by astrophysical CRs makes up a prominent part (if not most) of the total measured flux.
The Fermi collaboration has actually recently released an extensive work addressing the
CR-induced Galactic diffuse emission in detail [38]. We note that the main contribution
comes from hadronic processes involving CR nuclei (mostly protons) and the interstellar gas,
while a subdominant one comes from the IC scattering of CR electrons off the interstellar
photon field (including the cosmic microwave background — CMB). Besides, the former is
subject to less uncertainty than the latter. Moreover, we have a large number of (mostly
extragalactic) astrophysical sources (e.g. blazars or star-forming galaxies) which feature
a substantial fraction of the total flux. Subtracting the Galactic diffuse emission and the
emission from known sources from the total flux was one of the many important contributions
by the Fermi collaboration [25], leading to a residual component found isotropic, the so-called
diffuse isotropic gamma-ray background (IGRB). In this work, we will use this estimate of
the IGRB to set limits on DM annihilation cross-sections. Although doing so exposes us to
the modeling used by the Fermi collaboration to subtract the Galactic diffuse emission, we
are confident that in the direction of the Galactic poles (GPs), the IGRB offers a robust
upper limit for any gamma-ray flux from DM annihilation. We will also calculate fluxes in
the direction of the Galactic anticenter (GAC), because it is the smallest possible gamma-ray
flux and therefore acts as an irreducible isotropic component. However, in this direction, the
subtraction of the Galactic diffuse emission by the Fermi collaboration is more uncertain, as
we will discuss.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we introduce the main definitions, and
provide some important astrophysical parameters that will be used in the remainder of the
paper. In Sect. 3, we present the different sources of gamma-rays stemming from DM an-
nihilation (prompt and IC), and provide the formulæ used to compute gamma-ray fluxes
on Earth in any direction in the sky. Sect. 4 is devoted to the transport of electrons and
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CMB IR SL
Ti [eV] 2.35× 10
−4 2.85 × 10−3 2.8× 10−1
n0i /n
bb
i 1 4.5× 10
−5 7× 10−13
Table 1: ISRF temperatures and density normalizations with respect to the blackbody
reference values.
positrons in the Galaxy. Sect. 5 shows how we include Galactic subhalos within the calcu-
lation of the diffuse gamma-ray fluxes. We finally present our main results in Sect. 6, and
draw our conclusions in Sect. 7.
2 Astrophysical parameters: DM and target radiation fields in the Galaxy
The DM halo of our Milky Way (MW) may be well described by the so-called Navarro-Frenk-
White (NFW) profile [39]
ρ(r) =
ρs
r/rs(1 + r/rs)2
, (2.1)
where rs is the scale radius, and ρs is the scale density. In the following, we will use the
parameters determined in a recent study of the Galactic kinematic data [40], namely a scale
radius of 20.2 kpc, a local density of ρ⊙ = 0.395 GeV/cm
3, and a Sun-GC distance of
r⊙ = 8.29 kpc, which, put together, fix the scale density given above. These parameters are
in agreement with those found in other complementary works [41–43].
The interstellar radiation field (ISRF), which defines the target photons for IC scatter-
ing, is made of three main components [44]: starlight (SL), infrared (IR) light emitted by the
interstellar gas, and the CMB. We assume these components to obey blackbody distributions
such that the differential number density for any kind i reads:
dni
dE
(E, r′, z) = n0i f(r
′, z)
E2
π2
1
exp(E/Ti)− 1
, i = SL, IR,CMB (2.2)
where (r′, z) are cylindrical coordinates centered on the Sun’s position, and, except for the
CMB for which f(r′, z) = 1, we follow Ref. [45] for the parameterization of the position
dependent normalization:
f(r′, z) = exp
[
−
(
r′/rph + |z|/zph
)]
, (2.3)
with rph = 3.2 kpc and zph = 0.4 kpc. The normalizations as well as reference temperatures
Ti are given in Tab. 1.
We further account for the presence of a magnetic field in the Galaxy which enters the
electron energy losses (see Sect. 4.3), the energy density of which can be expressed as:
uB(r, r) =
B2(r, z)
8π
, (2.4)
B(r, z) = B⊙ exp
(
−
(r − r⊙)
rB
+
|z|
zB
)
.
We normalize the magnetic field to a local value of B⊙ = B(r = r⊙, z = 0) = 3 µG. This
corresponds to a magnetic field of ∼ 7 µG at the GC. Following [46] we choose typical values
of rB = 10 kpc and zB = 2 kpc.
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3 Gamma-ray emission
3.1 Prompt gamma-ray contribution
If DM annihilates into charged particles, photons may be emitted in two ways, which we
collectively refer to as prompt emission: (i) if the final state particles hadronize, they will
produce neutral pions which decay into photons; (ii) charged particles will radiate photons
from internal Bremsstrahlung processes [47]. In the following, we will assume that DM is
made of Majorana particles, denoted χ. The prompt photon flux collected on Earth from
DM annihilation in the Galactic halo, along a line of sight (los) ds and within a solid angle
δΩres is given by
dΦ
dEγ
=
r⊙
4π
{
S ≡
〈σv〉
2
ρ2⊙
m2χ
}
dNγ
dEγ
∫
δΩres
dΩ
∫
los
ds
r⊙
(
ρ(r)
ρ⊙
)2
, (3.1)
where dNγ/dEγ is the photon spectrum per annihilation, 〈σv〉 is the thermally averaged
annihilation cross-section, and the density profile is given in Eq. (2.1). The galactocentric
radius r can be expressed in terms of the line-of-sight distance s and the galactic coordinates
(b, ℓ):
r(s) =
√
r2
⊙
− 2 s r⊙ cos(ℓ) cos(b) + s2 . (3.2)
3.2 Inverse Compton scattering
The most recent analyses focused on DM models which couple dominantly to the lepton
sector (see e.g. [15, 16, 20, 48–50]). Such models may account for the rising positron fraction
observed by the PAMELA and Fermi experiments [51, 52], and in some cases the electron-
positron spectral feature found around a few hundreds of GeV with the Fermi-LAT instru-
ment [53]. However, it must be kept in mind that such scenarios will typically produce
an overabundance of photons as well, due to IC scatterings from final-state electrons and
positrons 1. It is then a quantitative question whether such models are excluded or not, and
many groups have contributed to this discussion [15–17, 19–21].
The photon energy spectrum arising from the IC scattering of an incoming electron of
energy E (and Lorentz factor γe = E/me) off an incoming photon of energy Ein is given
by [54–56]
Pi(Eγ , E, ~x) =
3σT c
4γ2e
∫ 1
1/4γ2e
dq
1
q
dni
dEin
(Ein(q), ~x) f(q) , (3.3)
f(q) = 1 + 2q
{
log q − q +
1
2
}
+
(1− q)
2
(Γeq)
2
1 + Γeq
,
where q =
Eγ
Γe(E−Eγ)
, σT = 0.665 barn is the Thomson cross section, Γe = 4Einγe/me is a
dimensionless parameter that determines the regime of the scattering, e.g. the Thomson
limit when Γe ≪ 1. We show in Fig. 1 how this function depends on the energy of the
outgoing photon Eγ , and on the incoming electron energy E. As explained in Sect. 2, the
target photons here can be the CMB, IR light or starlight, represented by the subscript i
1For our purposes, the fact that electrons and positrons have a different charge has no importance, and
therefore, from now on, we will refer to electrons and positrons as simply electrons.
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Figure 1: Differential photon power emitted at r = r⊙ by an incoming electron of energy
E.
in Eq. (3.3). In Fig. 1, where we show the total photon spectrum for incoming electrons
of different energies, these three components appear as bumps, the leftmost one originating
from electrons scattering off the CMB, the middle one off IR, and the rightmost one off SL.
These bumps unveil the initial target photon distributions (taken thermal here), and feature
the original peaks, initially around Ein ≈ Ti, which have been IC-upscattered to energy
Eγ ≈ γ
2
e Ti. One can then express the photon flux on Earth due to such processes, as observed
in a solid angle δΩres, given a differential electron number density Ne(~x,E) ≡ dne/dE:
dΦ
dEγ
=
r⊙
4π
∫
δΩres
dΩ
∫
los
ds
r⊙
∫ mχ
me
dENe(~x(s, θ, φ), E)
∑
i
Pi(Eγ , E, ~x(s, , θ, φ)) . (3.4)
In order to calculate the photon flux from IC scattering, one therefore needs to know the
electron number density produced from DM annihilation along the line of sight s. We will
show how to calculate this density everywhere in the galaxy in Sect. 4, taking into account
spatial diffusion effects. We note that Eq. (3.4) implicitly assumes that the incoming electron
and photon fluxes are isotropic at position ~x, which should be questioned in the present
context. We will shortly discuss this in Sect. 4, but we will dedicate a more complete study
of this issue in a forthcoming paper.
We show in Fig. 2 the prompt/IC spectra associated with different masses of WIMPs
annihilating into e+e− for two different lines of sight: the Galactic anticenter (GAC) and
the Galactic pole(s) (GP). These spectra correspond to the energy integral of Eq. (3.4),
normalized to the local annihilation rate S defined in Eq. (3.1):
dN ICγ (s, b, ℓ)
dEγ
=
1
S
∫ mχ
me
dE Ne(~x(s, b, ℓ), E)
∑
i
Pi(Eγ , E, ~x(s, b, ℓ)) . (3.5)
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Figure 2: Differential photon spectrum produced for a 1 TeV DM particle annihilating into
e+e− (top) and τ+τ− (bottom). The IC contribution is shown at different distances on the
l.o.s. towards the GP (left) and the GAC (right) and the prompt contribution is shown as a
reference.
It can be seen that the spectrum drops quite dramatically at high energies for the GP because
the target photon density decreases fast as one goes away from the Galactic disk (see next
section). The CMB being present everywhere, its bump is only affected by the smaller energy
losses away from the Galactic center. Increasing the distance towards the GAC also shows a
decrease in the high-energy spectrum, but to a much lesser extent than the GP. One can also
notice that the prompt component starts dominating at the high-energy end of the spectrum,
as expected. DM annihilation into τ+τ− exhibits the same features. The main differences
are: 1) the IC spectrum is shifted to lower energies and smeared because the electron energy
distribution is not as sharp as the e+e− case; 2) the prompt component is more dominant
here because τ can decay hadronically producing many more photons. We have made use of
the Pythia Monte Carlo generator [57] to compute the injected electron spectra in all cases.
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4 Transport of Galactic electrons
4.1 Generalities
Electrons produced from DM annihilation may scatter off Galactic magnetic inhomogeneities,
which induces a diffusive motion, and lose energy mostly through synchrotron and inverse
Compton (IC) processes in the energy range considered here. These losses give rise to a broad
electromagnetic spectrum that may help, in turn, trace or constrain the electron distribution
from radio frequencies (synchrotron) to gamma-rays (IC), which we are interested in in
this paper. In order to calculate the differential electron number density at all times and
positions, one needs to solve a diffusion-loss equation [58–60]. Neglecting convection and
reacceleration, which become sizable only below a few GeV [61], the diffusion-loss equation
for electrons reads
∂tN (E, ~x)− ~∇
{
K(E, ~x) ~∇N (E, ~x)
}
− ∂E {b(E, ~x)N (E, ~x)} = Q(E, ~x) , (4.1)
where Q is the electron source term, and diffusion off magnetic turbulences is described with
a diffusion coefficient K(E, ~x) which is energy and a priori spatial dependent. The energy
losses b(E, ~x) = −dE/dt are also spatial dependent since, beside including the CMB, they
are characterized by interactions with the magnetic field and the interstellar radiation field
— energy losses are discussed into more detail in Sect. 4.3. In this paper, the source term is
proportional to the squared DM density (assuming Majorana WIMPs):
Q(Es, ~xs) = S
[
ρ(~xs)
ρ⊙
]2 dNe
dEs
, (4.2)
where the local annihilation rate S was defined in Eq. (3.1). We note that when subhalos
are included — see Sect. 5 — the source can be split into two separate terms [36]. The first
one regards the smooth halo component, and corresponds to Eq. (4.2) with the substitution
ρ→ ρsm. The second one, which will be fully derived in Sect. 5 (all relevant definitions will
be found there), reads
Qsub(Es, ~xs) = S N¯cl 〈ξ(r)〉M
dPV (r)
d3~xs
dNe
dEs
. (4.3)
Since the source is stable over cosmological times, one can safely take the steady state limit
of Eq. (4.1), which can be solved either numerically (e.g. [22, 62, 63]), or, given some
approximations, with semi-analytic methods (e.g. [36, 45, 64, 65]).
In the following, we will discuss potential ways to solve Eq. (4.1) which may arise in the
context of DM annihilation. To do so, we may assume that any solution can be expressed in
the form of a Green function G such that the differential electron density N can be calculated
from
N (E, ~x) =
∫ Es=∞
Es=E
dEs
∫
d3~xs G(E, ~x← Es, ~xs)Q(~xs, Es) . (4.4)
Such a Green function can then be interpreted as the probability for an electron injected at
position ~xs with energy Es to diffuse to another position ~x down to energy E < Es.
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4.2 Electron transport models for DM-induced IC calculations
When energy losses and the diffusion coefficient are taken spatially homogeneous, and when
3D spatial boundaries are pushed away towards infinity, then the Green function takes a
rather simple expression [58], which will turn to be useful later on:
G(E, ~x← Es, ~xs) =
1
b(E) (π λ2)3/2
exp
{
−
|~x− ~xs|
2
λ2
}
, (4.5)
where λ2(E,Es) = 4
∫ Es
E
dE′
K(E′)
b(E′)
. (4.6)
where λ, a function of energy, can be interpreted as the electron propagation length, and
carries the dimension of a distance; it is typically of the kpc order on average in the MW.
Note that when cylindrical boundary conditions are implemented, semi-analytic solutions
to Eq. (4.1) do exist still in the form of Green functions or Fourier-Bessel expansions (e.g.
[36, 64–67]). When parts of the energy losses and sources can be assumed as fully confined
to the disk, some tricks can be used to accurately predict the local density of electrons at
the Earth [45, 61]. When energy losses have a more complicated spatial distribution, then
it is difficult to avoid a full numerical treatment, unless specific energy range or spatial
distributions of the relevant ingredients (including the source) are considered (e.g. [45]). In
this paper, we will slightly refine the modeling already presented in [68].
The main difficulty arising when trying to predict the IC contribution to the diffuse
gamma-ray flux is to estimate the electron distribution at each point along the line of sight,
either inside the magnetic halo where diffusive motion is valid, and outside where Eq. (4.1)
is no longer valid but DM annihilation still takes place — another issue is related to the
spatial dependence of the electron energy losses, which we will discuss later on. This defines
two main sources of uncertainty: (i) the size of the magnetic halo (essentially the vertical
extent), and (ii) the treatment of CR transport outside it.
Most propagation models are based on the assumption that the CR density vanishes
outside the magnetic halo. This is actually an empirical way to feature the transition be-
tween diffusion and ballistic motion, which is quite appropriate for standard CRs which are
either primaries accelerated at astrophysical sources or secondaries stemming from spallation
processes, both injected in the Galactic disk: those CRs may diffuse in an extended magnetic
halo, but when they reach the spatial boundaries, they cannot, in principle, be scattered back-
ward anymore by magnetic inhomogeneities, which should have also vanished. This process
should in principle be described by relating the diffusion coefficient to the spatial and spectral
properties of the magnetic turbulence without imposing any fixed spatial boundary [69, 70],
but (a) such a refined modeling would be hard to constrain from observations, and (b) the
underlying phenomenology is not fully established yet. Instead, a much more simple picture
is widely used, which is phenomenologically similar, in which the diffusion coefficient is taken
homogeneous inside an extended cylinder encompassing the Galactic disk, beyond which the
CR density is assumed to vanish, which amounts to imposing spatial boundaries to Eq. (4.1).
Cylindrical symmetry makes the calculations much simpler.
Inside the magnetic halo: The impact of the uncertainties in the half-width of the
magnetic halo, L, on the DM-induced CR flux or density has been widely investigated in the
past (e.g. [66, 71–73]), and can be featured by rather large theoretical errors. Nevertheless,
most studies have considered a quite extreme and ad hoc range for L, 1-15 kpc, originally
proposed in [71] and conservatively motivated by the blind analysis performed in [74] more
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than a decade ago. We emphasize that the status of small values for L has been recently
considerably revised, and it is generally expected that & 3-4 kpc [25, 38, 73, 75, 76]. Beside
the weak constraint coming from radioactive CR species [62, 75], a strong argument against
a small L comes from a conflict with the CR positron data [77]. Likewise, diffuse gamma-
ray emission models also suggest large values for L to enhance the relative Galactic IC
contribution and improve the global fit [38]. With such intermediate to large values for L,
the theoretical uncertainties in the predictions decrease significantly and are therefore less
concerning than before.
Outside the magnetic halo: As to the treatment of the transport outside the mag-
netic halo, it has often been modeled from some misconceptions. Many authors have argued
that spatial diffusion could be neglected outside the magnetic halo, and solved Eq. (4.1) by
dropping the diffusion term; some others adopted this assumption mostly in the absence of
a complete and self-consistent transport model able to describe the transition between dif-
fusive and ballistic motion (e.g. [14, 15, 17, 20, 78]). We emphasize that independently of
the motivation, this is erroneous. Indeed, neglecting spatial diffusion in Eq. (4.1) amounts
to assuming that electrons lose all their energy before propagating over significant distances.
This would be correct only if the source did not exhibit any spatial gradient over such dis-
tances. This is not the case, since outside the diffusion zone, energy losses are much less
than important inside (only CMB is present), while the diffusion coefficient should be much
larger (it should formally tend to infinity). Hence, the propagation scale given in Eq. (4.6)
should tend to very large values, which can even exceed the DM halo size (see also [79]).
This should translate into a complete dilution of the electron density. In contrast, neglecting
spatial diffusion in Eq. (4.1) leads to a very large overestimate of the electron density outside
the magnetic halo.
Nevertheless, irrespective of the diffusion coefficient value, there should still be an
asymptotic case for which the propagation length λ → 0 even outside the magnetic halo
(say even in the limit of K →∞). This actually occurs when the electron energy tends to its
injected value. Even when K is large, λ
E→Es−→ 0. This helps figure out a phenomenological
strategy to describe transport from the border to outside the diffusion zone. We may neglect
contributions for which the energy-loss timescale is sufficient for the electron density to be
diluted significantly and plug the following Green function:
GE→Es(E, ~x← Es, ~xs) =
δ3(~x− ~xs) θ(E + δE − Es)
b(E, ~x)
, (4.7)
where δE → 0, and is fixed, in practice, such that c
∫ E+δE
E dE
′/(b(E′, ~x) < 1 kpc. We note
that such an asymptotic regime is actually also valid in the confinment zone, so the spatial
dependence of the energy losses can be safely taken into account as long as we are close to
the limit λ → 0. This induces an important normalization effect, especially at high energy
where λ→ 0 quite generically, since b(E) is much larger in the Galactic disk than away from
it, where the only target photon field is the CMB. This will discussed into more detail below.
Actually, CR transport outside the diffusion zone has already been investigated (see
e.g. [80–82]). Refs. [80, 82] treat the antiproton case, for which energy losses are almost
irrelevant, which makes it difficult to compare with electrons. On the other hand, Ref.
[81] addresses the positron case with a 3-zone propagation model, where the usual diffusion
zone is embedded into a vertically more extended region characterized by a much larger
diffusion coefficient. The impact on the diffuse gamma-ray emission was found to be small.
Nevertheless, energy losses were taken homogeneous, which may induce some discrepancy
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in the high-energy limit of the electron density along the line of sight, as discussed below
Eq. (4.7). Typically, the electron density should scale linearly with the energy loss timescale
(∝ 1/b(E, ~x)), which is expected to increase with the latitudinal distance until saturating
to the CMB value (decrease of the magnetic field and ISRF amplitudes down to zero):
a transport model with homogeneous losses normalized to the solar system’s values does
underpredict the asymptotic high energy electron density, and does therefore underpredict
the associated IC emission. To circumvent this potential issue, we will account for the spatial
dependence of the energy-loss term in an effective manner by using an average value 〈b(E, ~x)〉λ
such that 〈b(E, ~x)〉λ
λ→0
−→ b(E, ~x) is ensured for small values of the propagation scale λ. All
this is illustrated in Fig. 3, where we compute the IC gamma-ray flux associated with the
annihilation channel χχ → e+e−, with mχ = 1 TeV — we assume the DM to be smoothly
distributed according to the NFW profile given in Eq. (2.1), and take a Dirac function for
the injection spectrum, in contrast to the final results that will be derived by using a full
Pythia [57] spectrum (which is slighly broader than the Dirac function due to Bremsstrahlung
effects). The solid blue (or dark) line is the IC flux predicted when the CMB is taken as
the unique ISRF component, the dotted line corresponds to a full account of the local ISRF
components assumed homogeneous, while the dashed line and the red (or gray) solid line
encode the inhomogeneous distribution of the ISRF. We see that in the second case, the
IC flux is significantly underpredicted, as emphasized above. Alternatively to the method
presented here, note that a proper treatment of spatial-dependent energy losses is ensured
when Eq. (4.1) is solved numerically [22, 62, 63].
For completeness, we may mention a last source of theoretical uncertainty which comes
from the angular dependence of the IC scattering cross section. Indeed, the IC flux expression
given in Eq. (3.4) implicitly assumes that the incident electrons have an isotropic distribution
of momenta [54–56]. Nevertheless, we may expect that when magnetic inhomogeneities get
scarce, electrons are no longer isotropized, and the flux escaping from central Galactic regions
is larger than the flux coming from opposite directions, as it is the case for gamma-rays.
Assuming the electron flux is isotropic outside the diffusion zone will therefore likely give rise
to an overestimate of the smooth halo contribution to the IC flux, since the IC scattering
cross section formally depends on the scattering angle — the emitted photon is collimated
along the initial electron momentum [83]. This angular effect mostly regards the smooth
DM contribution, since subhalos are DM overdensities encountered along the line of sight2.
We note that one recovers isotropy in the asymptotic regime described by Eq. (4.7), which
involves electrons produced locally only. Since we will use the latter regime outside the
diffusion zone, our calculations will be conservative in this respect.
Summary: In the following, we will use the slab model with usual boundary conditions
except in the limit λ
E→Es−→ 0, where we promote continuity with the outside regions by means
of the asymptotic 3D solution of Eq. (4.7). In practice, we use a slightly modified slab model
in the sense that we use it with the locally averaged value of the energy losses along the line
of sight. This approximation ensures the correct asymptotic value of the electron density
everywhere in the halo when λ→ 0, which is critical in the IC calculation. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where the solid red (gray) line shows the consequence of promoting the λ
E→Es−→ 0
regime as valid beyond the vertical boundary. The difference with the bounded case (dotted
2It is interesting to note that this anisotropy is not only characteristic of the electron flux outside the
diffusion zone, but also of the ISRF fields in the disk — this is particularly relevant to compute the IC
gamma-ray flux when the line of sight goes along the disk [84].
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Figure 3: IC gamma-ray flux assuming annihilation into e+e− (1 TeV). The med set of
propagation parameters has been adopted [71, 74]. The solid blue (dark) curve shows the
prediction when the CMB is the only ISRF component; the dotted curve corresponds to
the prediction for which all ISRF components are included but taken homogeneous in the
diffusion zone; the dashed curve accounts for the spatial distribution of the ISRF; the solid
red (gray) curve promotes the E → Es regime as valid beyond the vertical boundary.
line) is hardly visible in the plot, and amounts only to a few percents.
We will adopt the so-called med set of propagation parameters [71, 74]. These param-
eters are supported by more recent constraints (e.g. [75]), and could even be regarded as
conservative given complementary analyses which favor larger halo models (e.g. [85, 86]). We
note that small halo models are likely already excluded since they induce secondary positrons
in excess with respect to the current data [77].
4.3 Ascribing energy Losses
Here, we summarize the way we compute the IC and synchrotron energy losses. At high en-
ergies, the dominant component is gamma-ray emission through inverse Compton scattering.
The target photons can be any of the three populations (CMB, IR, SL) introduced in Sect. 2.
For each population, i =CMB, IR, SL, we calculate the energy loss rate per electron from a
full relativistic treatment [54–56]:
bi(E, r) = 3σT
∫
∞
0
dEinEin
∫ 1
1/4γ2
dq
dni
dEin
(Ein(q), r)
(4γ2 − Γe)q − 1
(1 + Γeq)3
× (4.8){
2q log q + q + 1− 2q2 +
1
2
(Γeq)
2
1 + Γeq
(1− q)
}
.
Compared to the emitted power in Eq. (3.3), one has to perform an additional integral over
the energy of the outgoing photon, Eγ . In the Thomson regime where the incoming photon
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Figure 4: Energy losses for an electron of energy E at different positions on the l.o.s. s
towards the GAC (a), and at location r = r⊙ for the different components (b). In panel (b),
the curve dubbed Total includes the other ISRF components (IR and SL) in addition to the
CMB and the magnetic field — see the text for more details.
energy is much smaller than the electron mass in the electron rest frame (or, in the lab frame,
4EinE ≪ m
2
e), this formula simplifies substantially.
Electrons can also lose a substantial fraction of their energy through synchrotron radia-
tion. The energy loss rate will crucially depend on the magnetic field in the Galaxy though.
It is given by
bsynch(E, r) =
4
3
σTE
2
m2e
uB(r) , (4.9)
where the magnetic energy density was given in Eq. (2.4).
We show in Fig. 4 both the energy dependence and the location dependence of the
energy losses experienced by electrons in our MW.
Other losses such as Bremsstrahlung and ionization on interstellar matter are subdom-
inant in the energy range of interest to us, and therefore we will not consider them here.
5 DM Subhalos
Structure formation is expected to occur hierarchically when the universe becomes matter-
dominated. For WIMP-like CDM particles, for instance most of supersymmetric models,
typical free-streaming scales are such that very small structures can form, which correspond
to (sub)halo masses down to 10−10-10−4 M⊙ (see e.g. [32, 35]).
Since formed and virialized earlier than the bigger galactic halos, in a denser universe,
these tiny subhalos must be more concentrated — this is mostly a qualitative picture, since
in practice, structures from the smallest to intermediate scales form almost simultaneously.
Anyway, these clumps should be numerous in their host galaxies, because they were already
present at their later formation epoch or were accreted subsequently. Actually, these subhalos
have long been observed on galactic scales in cosmological simulations, the most resolved of
which being now able to characterize objects with masses down to ∼ 104M⊙ at redshift 0,
with an impressive statistics amounting to hundreds of thousands of them (see the Via Lactea
II [29] and Aquarius [31] suites).
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The presence of a large number of subhalos has important consequences in the way
predictions associated with the DM annihilation signals have to be derived. Indeed, because
the annihilation rate scales with the squared DM density, the presence of inhomogeneities
should increase the canonical predictions by a factor B ∼ 〈n2χ〉/〈nχ〉
2 > 1, where nχ is the DM
particle number density, and the average is performed over the volume relevant to the specific
detection channel [7]. This has long been recognized for the prompt emission, for which a
boost factor with respect to canonical predictions was predicted, exhibiting a dependence
on the angle with respect to the Galactic center (see e.g. [26, 34, 35, 87]). In contrast,
the contribution of inverse Compton processes relies on the distribution of the DM-induced
electrons, which strongly departs from the DM distribution itself because of diffusion. To
our knowledge, subhalo effects have never been included in this specific context in the past,
while they might have important consequences for constraining leptophilic DM models3. In
the following, we present the method we have adopted to include subhalos in our calculation.
It is actually based on previous studies on the DM-induced antimatter signals [26, 36, 72],
to which we refer the reader for more details. Indeed, we first need to calculate the electron
distribution in the whole Galactic halo.
Assuming a universal DM density profile in all subhalos, the main statistical properties
of the subhalo population are the mass function, the spatial distribution, and the concentra-
tion function. Here, we define the latter as c ≡ r200/r−2, where the r200 is the radius at which
the spherically averaged subhalo density is 200 times the critical density, and r−2 the radius
at which the logarithmic slope of the density profile equals -2. The local number density can
then be expressed as
dNcl(~x,Mcl)
dV dMcl
= N¯cl
dPM (~x,Mcl)
dMcl
dPV (~x)
dV
dPc(c, ~x,Mcl)
dc
(5.1)
≃ N¯cl
dPM (Mcl)
dMcl
dPV (r)
dV
,
where N¯cl is the total number of subhalos in the Galaxy, and functions P are the probability
density functions (pdfs). In the second line above, we have assumed (i) spherical symmetry,
(ii) that the mass distribution is spatially homogeneous, and (iii) that the concentration
parameter is fully fixed by the subhalo position and mass. The second approximation is not
accurate in the very center of the Galaxy where tidal effects disrupt massive objects, a region
we are not interested in in the present study, but still leads to a negligible effect in terms of
global subhalo mass fraction. The third approximation cannot introduce spurious effects in
the calculation of mean values, because the concentration pdf is usually found to be Gaussian
for a given mass and radial position. The pdfs are all normalized to unity:∫ Mmax
Mmin
dMcl
dPM (Mcl)
dMcl
= 1 , (5.2)∫
MW
dV
dPV (r)
dV
= 4π
∫ Rvir
0
dr r2
dPV (r)
dV
= 1 .
We therefore need to ascribe a spatial distribution and a mass function to the subhalo popu-
lation. Following [26], we write the total mass density profile introduced in Eq. (2.1)) as the
3A similar implementation of subhalos can still be found in Ref. [88], though in the context of anisotropy
studies.
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sum of a smooth component (‘sm’) and a clumpy one (‘sub’),
ρtot(r) = ρsm(r) + ρsub(r) . (5.3)
Indeed, despite their limited resolution, it is reasonable to expect that the global density pro-
files found in current cosmological simulations, on galactic scales, will not vary in arbitrarily
finer ones, though ρsub would be then more constrained. Assuming that subhalos carry a
total MW mass fraction of fsub, that we will discuss later, integrating the previous equation
leads to
4π
∫ Rvir
0 dr r
2 ρtot(r) =MMW , (5.4)
4π
∫ Rvir
0 dr r
2 ρsm(r) = (1− fsub)MMW ,
4π
∫ Rvir
0 dr r
2 ρsub(r) = fsubMMW .
If one further assumes that the smooth and subhalo components are radially antibiased, i.e.
ρsub ∝ r ρsm as found in [89], then consistency with Eq. (5.3) implies that [26]
ρsm(r) =
ρtot(r)
1 + r/rb
, ρsub(r) =
ρtot(r)
1 + r/rb
r
rb
, (5.5)
where rb is the bias radius, which can easily be calculated by injecting Eq. (5.5) into Eq. (5.4).
The subhalo spatial pdf introduced in Eq. (5.1) is simply related to the substructure
mass density as
dPV (r)
dV
=
ρsub(r)
fsubMMW
. (5.6)
As to the mass distribution, it is usually found to be a power law consistent with the
conventional Press-Schechter (PS) theory for gravitational collapse [27]. It may be expressed
as
dPM (Mcl)
dMcl
(Mcl) = Km
[
Mcl
M⊙
]−αm
, (5.7)
where Km allows the normalization to unity inside the whole subhalo mass range:
Km =
1
M⊙
αm − 1(
Mmin
M⊙
)1−αm
−
(
Mmax
M⊙
)1−αm . (5.8)
Apart from tidal stripping effects, which are important close to the galactic center, the
mass pdf does not depend on the location in the galaxy. The accurate determination of
the logarithmic slope αm is crucial for indirect dark matter searches given the broad mass
range under scrutiny; values from 1.9 to 2 already induce big changes in terms of global
subhalo luminosity [72]. The PS theory predicts αm = 2, which is confirmed in more general
approaches (e.g. [28]) and close to what is found in cosmological simulations, the most
resolved of which provide values spanning the range 1.9-2 (e.g. [29, 31]).
We provide some typical values of the total subhalo number, mass fraction, etc. , (see
discussion above), in Tab. 2.
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αm Mmin = 10
−11M⊙ Mmin = 10
−4M⊙
f totsub = 0.699 f
tot
sub = 0.467
2 N totsub = 2.66 × 10
21 N totsub = 2.66 × 10
14
f totsub = 0.187 f
tot
sub = 0.181
1.9 N totsub = 3.06 × 10
19 N totsub = 1.54 × 10
13
Table 2: Subhalo parameters — see the text for details.
5.1 Prompt emission
For the prompt emission, unresolved subhalos are accounted for such that the l.o.s. integral
of Eq. (3.1) is modified as follows (e.g. [26, 34, 87, 90, 91]):
dΦ
dEγ
=
r⊙
4π
S
dNγ
dEγ
∫
dΩ
∫
los
ds
r⊙
dPV
dV
(r)
∫ Mmax(s)
Mmin
dMcl ξ(Mcl, r)
dPM(Mcl)
dMcl
, (5.9)
where the local effective annihilation volume is defined as [72]
ξ(Mcl, ~xs) ≡
∫
Vsub
dV
(
ρcl(Mcl, ~xs)
ρ⊙
)2
, (5.10)
which depends on the density profile ρcl of the clump centered at position ~xs and extending
over the volume Vsub. This corresponds to the volume that would provide the same global
annihilation rate if the DM density inside the subhalo was taken constant and fixed to the
solar value.
For an NFW profile, the annihilation volume has an analytic expression in terms of the
concentration parameter c [72]:
ξ(Mcl, ~xs) =
Mcl
2
12πρ2⊙r
3
200
c4(3 + c(3 + c))
(1 + c)(c− (1 + c) log(1 + c))2
. (5.11)
We note that a complementary approach to determine the subhalo contribution to the prompt
gamma-ray emission is available in the form of a public Monte Carlo code, called CLUMPY
[92]. Such a code should in principle reproduce our results for the prompt emission (provided
the same input parameters are used), but does not contain any CR transport module, without
which no IC calculation can be performed.
5.2 Inverse Compton
The inverse Compton component depends crucially on the electron population coming from
DM annihilation. In addition to the prompt component for which a mere line-of-sight integral
is performed, here one should also include a volume integration to take into account the
diffusion of these electrons and determine their density at each line-of-sight step. The electron
density originating in Galactic DM clumps is then given by
N sube (E, ~x) = S
∫
d3~xsG˜e(E, ~x← ~xs)
dPV
dV
(~xs) (5.12)
×
∫ Mmax
Mmin
dMcl ξ(Mcl, ~xs)
dPM (Mcl)
dMcl
,
with G˜e(E, ~x← ~xs) ≡
∫
∞
E
dEs Ge(E, ~x← Es, ~xs)
dNe(Es)
dEs
,
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which has to be substituted in Eq. (3.4) in order to find the gamma-ray flux coming from
the Galactic subhalo population.
6 Results
In the previous sections, we introduced all the ingredients necessary to compute the gamma-
ray flux on Earth from DM annihilation in the Galaxy. We showed how the different compo-
nents make up the total flux. Annihilation can originate from the smooth Galactic DM halo,
or from Galactic subhalos. Moreover, photons can be produced either promptly, or via IC
scattering, notably when light leptons make a significant part of the annihilation products.
In Fig. 5 we put everything together and show the total diffuse gamma-ray flux coming
from a 1 TeV DM particle annihilating into e+e− (top) and τ+τ− (bottom) within our
Galaxy for two directions in the sky: the galactic anticenter (GAC) and the Galactic pole(s)
(GP). The GAC is given by Galactic coordinates (b, ℓ) = (0, 180◦), and it corresponds to
the direction where the flux is expected to be the lowest. In that respect, it can be thought
of as the irreducible flux for all directions. GP is defined as the direction (90◦, 0), and we
choose it because the astrophysical Galactic diffuse emission (the main foreground) is best
predicted and controlled in this direction. We have fixed the annihilation cross-section to the
typical thermal relic one4, 〈σv〉 = 3×10−26 cm3/s, and contrasted this flux with the observed
IGRB obtained by Fermi-LAT with the first 10 months of data [25]. These first data extend
up to 100 GeV, and we have added new preliminary data which extend the measurement
of the IGRB up to 600 GeV in the Figure [93]. Note that the determination of the IGRB
relies on the modeling of the diffuse emission within our Galaxy, and the identification of
sources by Fermi-LAT, which are subtracted. For the smooth halo (IC only) contribution, we
compare two calculation results: one which neglects the diffusion of electrons (dotted lines),
and another one which properly includes it (solid lines).
Looking at the upper panels of Fig. 5, associated with the annihilation into e+e−, we
first observe that the three IC bumps are salient, corresponding, from left to right, to the
electrons scattering off CMB photons, IR light, and SL. The dominant bump is clearly seen
to be the CMB one. We also notice that the relative contribution from IC scattering is
not negligible compared to the prompt component, although the prompt emission will still
dominate the exclusion limits on the annihilation cross-section we will derive below. On
the other hand, for τ+τ− (lower panels of Fig. 5), we see that the prompt component is
much more prominent than IC, and it will be clearly dominant when setting bounds on the
annihilation cross-section. As discussed in Sect. 3, the number of photons emitted promptly
in this mode of annihilation is larger because of the hadronic component in τ decays.
Second, it is clear, in particular from the left panels of Fig. 5 (GP), that including
spatial diffusion is very important for proper predictions of the IC contribution. Neglecting
diffusion leads to an overestimate of the low energy GP flux by as much as a factor of 2,
where the CMB contribution is dominant. This is due to the dilution of the electron density
beyond the half-height of the diffusion slab (4 kpc). On the other hand, for the GAC the
effect of diffusion is barely noticeable as the radius of the diffusion zone is large (20 kpc),
and most of the gamma-ray signal is contained within that distance.
4The notion of typical has to be taken with caution, since it is well-known that light WIMPs should be
associated with about twice larger annihilation cross sections than heavy WIMPs, with a transition occuring
when the thermal decoupling temperature is close to that of the QCD phase transition, where the number of
relativistic degrees of freedom—and thereby the expansion rate of the universe—experiences a rapid change [94,
95].
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Figure 5: Differential gamma-ray flux for a 1 TeV DM particle annihilating into e+e− (top)
and τ+τ− (bottom) in the direction of the GP (left) and GAC (right). Shown are the IC
and the prompt components, with and without boost due to subhalos.
Finally, in order to illustrate the effect of unresolved subhalos, we show in Fig. 5 the
differential gamma-ray flux after integration along the line of sight, fixing αm = 2 and
Mmin = 10
−6M⊙, and we find that the flux can be enhanced by up to a factor 3 for the GP
and 5 for the GAC.
In Fig. 6 we further illustrate the dependence of the gamma-ray flux on the main
subhalo parameters αm and Mmin for the DM annihilation channels e
+e− and τ+τ−. We
vary Mmin between 10
−11M⊙ and 10
−4M⊙, which can be motivated from the point of view
of the kinematic decoupling of WIMPs (see [32] and references therein). Regarding the
mass function index αm we take as reference values αm = 2 and αm = 1.9, which are
motivated from spherical collapse models and N-body simulations, respectively, as discussed
in Sect. 5. Although these indices seem rather close, the implications for the gamma-ray
flux are dramatic. With αm = 1.9, the signal is very marginally enhanced by the presence of
subhalos, and there is a very mild dependence on the choice of minimal subhalo mass. On the
other hand, for αm = 2, the minimal subhalo mass is crucial and the expected signal can vary
by up to a factor 5. This was already emphasized in previous studies (e.g. [26, 72, 90, 92]).
It is interesting to fully extract the signal enhancement coming from DM subhalos. Here
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Figure 6: Differential gamma-ray flux for a 1 TeV DM particle annihilating into e+e− (top)
and τ+τ− (bottom) including the contribution from subhalos in the direction of the GP (a)–
(c) and GAC (b)–(d). The colored bands correspond to varying the minimal subhalo mass
between 10−11 and 10−4M⊙ .
we define the effective boost factor as
Boost ≡
dΦsub/dEγ + dΦ
smooth/dEγ
dΦnosub/dEγ
, (6.1)
where Φsub is the flux coming from subhalos (both through prompt and IC emissions), and
Φsmooth is the flux coming from the smooth part of the DM halo. Note that the splitting
between smooth halo and subhalos is done in a self-consistent way: as explained in detail in
Sect. 5, we keep the total MW mass constant and the density profile at any radius satisfies
Eq. (2.1). The result is shown in Fig. 7 for the GP and the GAC. We vary the substructure
parameters as in the previous figure. When αm = 1.9, we find that the signal is only enhanced
by 20-30% and 30-40% for the GP and the GAC, respectively, with very little dependence
on Mmin. On the other hand, when αm = 2, we find that the boost can be up to a factor
20, the highest value being obtained for the prompt emission towards the GAC and for the
lowest minimal subhalo massMmin = 10
−11M⊙. We also notice that the boost factor is larger
for the prompt component than for IC, because the dilution effect beyond the diffusion slab
mentioned above implies that only nearby substructures have an impact on the local IC
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Figure 7: Boost factor as a function of the energy for a 1 TeV DM particle annihilating into
e+e−, in the direction of GP (a) and GAC (b). The upper colored regions describe the range
of boosts for the prompt (red/dark shaded) and IC components (green/light-shaded) varying
the minimal halo mass between 10−11 and 10−4M⊙ for αm = 2. The lower flat region (or
thick line) represents the range of boosts for the prompt component with αm = 1.9 for the
same interval of minimal halo masses.
gamma-ray flux — CR electrons are strongly diluted outside the diffusion zone. Note that
this effect is especially strong in the GP direction, because of the small half-height compared
to the radius of the diffusion zone. We will discuss the issue of transport outside the diffusion
zone into more details in a forthcoming paper, where the impact of the anisotropic electron
flux will be evaluated.
The boost has a non-trivial energy dependence which is apparent for the IC component:
We can clearly see the different IC bumps as in the figures depicting the gamma-ray flux. The
largest boost is always linked to the CMB bump, because this is where the diffusion length is
the largest, and therefore the integration volume includes more substructures. On the other
hand, the boost for the prompt signal is, as already well established [96], independent of
energy. We also notice by comparing panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 7 that the boost factor is
always larger in the case of the GAC compared to GP. The reason is that the relative mass
domination of the subhalo component is reached faster towards the GAC (the line-of-sight
variable s = r − r⊙), than towards the GP (s =
√
r2 − r2⊙), and therefore the boost is
correspondingly larger. This is important as it implies that unresolved substructures tend
to render the global signal more isotropic than a purely smooth one, as noticed in [18] for
instance. In our case, the signal from the GAC is the lowest of all directions, but it is partially
compensated by a larger boost. As it can be noticed in Fig. 6 for the band αm = 2, the
compensation is not complete but the effect is clearly visible.
Now that we have calculated the total gamma-ray flux from the prompt and IC com-
ponents, we can establish exclusion limits on the DM annihilation cross section as a function
of the WIMP mass, for different annihilation channels. We use the IGRB as our benchmark
data including the preliminary data points at higher energies shown in Fig. 5 [93]. Our
bounds will be set at 2σ following the statistical procedure outlined in [16], where the χ2 is
conservatively calculated including only the energy bins where the signal is larger than the
IGRB measurement. We will later see how these bounds get stronger when the DM signal is
combined with an astrophysical explanation for the IGRB in the form of a power law.
It does not come as a surprise that the strongest limits are obtained for annihilation
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into τ+τ−, as shown in the upper two plots of Fig. 8. For the GP direction, we notice that
the typical cross section for a thermal relic with αm = 2 andMmin . 10
−6M⊙ is disfavored in
this channel up to DM masses of about 30 GeV. On the other hand, if the index is αm = 1.9,
the thermal relic cross section is not excluded for any mass.
The channel bb¯ is displayed under the τ+τ− case in Fig. 8, and one can see that it is
also partially constrained down to the thermal relic cross section at low DM masses when
αm = 2. On the other hand, the leptonic channels e
+e−, µ+µ− never reach the thermal relic
cross-section, even for αm = 2. However, in the case µ
+µ−, it can be seen that the regions
favored to explain the PAMELA [51] and Fermi-LAT [53] excesses are marginally allowed
when αm = 1.9 and disfavored when αm = 2. Note that we rescaled the regions found in [15]
in order to account for a different local DM density ρ⊙ = 0.395 GeV/cm
3 vs. 0.3 GeV/cm3.
On the other hand, we did not account for a potential boost factor of the electron-positron
flux due to substructures, which would move the regions by a factor 2-3 downwards in the
case αm = 2 (no change when αm = 1.9) [26].
We now comment on the relative importance of the prompt vs. IC emission for the
limits. It is clear that the hadronic channels τ+τ− and bb¯ are heavily dominated by the
prompt emission. But also in the purely leptonic cases the prompt component dominates
the signal and therefore the bounds all the way up to 600 GeV, leaving little room for IC.
In previous works [16, 17, 20, 21], the IC component was clearly dominating the exclusion
limits above 500 GeV. This discrepancy is easily explained by the choice of data sets. With
only data published by Fermi-LAT collaboration in [25] we have indeed that the prompt
component does not give a strong bound for DM masses above 500 GeV, because the flux
peaks far beyond the energy range of this data set. However, including the preliminary data
up to 600 GeV implies that the prompt component is dominant up to higher energies.
A comparison with previous works is now in order. As we mentioned earlier, a direct
comparison is often complicated because exclusion limits are often extracted with different
assumptions: including galactic and/or extragalactic contribution, with different data sets or
directions in the sky, and finally the exclusion limits sometimes refer to 1σ, 2σ or 99% C.L.
In the study made by the Fermi collaboration [18] only the extragalactic signal from DM
annihilation was used to derive limits. The data set was the IGRB [25]. Compared to the
95% C.L. found in their work, our limits for αm = 1.9 are close to their reference conservative
limit (MSII-Sub1). As we can see in Fig. 8, our best limits in the case αm = 2 are about
one order of magnitude lower, which makes them slightly stronger than the case denoted by
‘BulSub’ in [18]. Note however that the cosmological signal from DM annihilation is even
more sensitive to the DM substructure distribution than the galactic signal, as it can vary
by up to three orders of magnitude (see for instance Fig. 1 in [18]) compared to one order of
magnitude in our case.
In [21], the Galactic signal in the direction of the Galactic anticenter was considered,
and compared to the IGRB. It agrees well with our result when galactic substructure is
neglected. In [20], both the Galactic and extragalactic signals were computed and compared
to the IGRB. Although no subhalo enhancement was included for the Galactic contribution,
it was found to be typically dominant over the extragalactic one except for rather extreme
concentration models. We obtain consistent results with this work when neglecting subhalo
boost.
To date, the robust limits in the field of DM indirect detection with photons which
are strongest at low DM masses are those obtained from a combined analysis of the DM
signal from a set of Dwarf Spheroidal galaxies which are satellites of our MW [97, 98].
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In [98], it was found that the thermal relic cross section for a WIMP was starting to be
excluded for low masses in the channels τ+τ− and bb¯. Their result is slightly better than
our best limits in the direction of the GP with the most favorable choice of parameters
(αm = 2 and Mmin = 10
−11M⊙). Note that our limits are more constraining at higher
masses Mχ > 100 GeV because we are using the additional preliminary data points of [93].
The limits on DM annihilation cross sections shown in Fig. 8 were obtained in a con-
servative way. Although the shape of the DM signal is unlikely to resemble the power law
spectrum of the IGRB, we did not try to superimpose a model for the IGRB in order to
derive bounds on DM annihilation cross-sections. Nevertheless, a few astrophysical sources
were shown to be potentially at the origin of (at least a part of) the IGRB, most prominently
blazars [99–101], non-blazar Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) [102], star-forming galaxies [103]
and milli-second pulsars [104]. It is likely that a combination of some of these contribu-
tions explains the totality of the IGRB consistently with the anisotropy constraints (e.g.
[105, 106]). Here we follow the strategy employed in [18] to derive ‘stringent’ limits. More
specifically, we first find the single power law which provides the best fit to the IGRB, which
we assume to be a fixed background. Then the ‘stringent’ bounds are obtained by adding
the DM contribution and extracting the annihilation cross section for which the χ2 deviation
exceeds the classical 2σ limit. The result is shown in Fig. 9 for the case of DM annihilating
into τ+τ−, and for the direction of the GP. The limits get a factor 5-6 stronger than in Fig. 8,
with masses up to 100 GeV excluded if αm = 2 and Mmin = 10
−11M⊙.
We saw in the upper panels of Fig. 8 that if DM annihilates mainly in channels τ+τ− or
bb¯, and at the canonical rate, light masses are excluded when αm = 2 and the minimal halo
mass is . 10−6M⊙. This means that in these channels we have an interesting connection
between the DM mass and the mass function index αm. We can thus exclude part of the
parameter space (Mχ, αm), as shown in Fig. 10 for the case τ
+τ− in the direction of the
GP. A substantial fraction of the parameter space is excluded at 2σ, especially with the
stringent limits as derived in Fig. 9, and when the minimal halo mass is as small as 10−11M⊙.
Therefore, if we came to know the DM mass from the Large Hadron Collider, and that it
mainly annihilates into hadronic channels such as τ+τ− or bb¯, we would learn something
important about the mass function, which is a central concept in the theory of structure
formation. Conversely, if the mass function for our galaxy is determined more accurately
with N-body simulations, and the extrapolation down to small halo masses is on a stronger
footing, we would obtain a robust exclusion of hadronic final states at low DM masses,
depending on the value of the mass function index found.
7 Conclusions
We discussed gamma-ray signals from DM annihilations in our Galaxy. We paid particular
attention to the following aspects which were neglected in previous analyses: (i) when DM
annihilates into light leptons, the diffusion of the electrons/positrons before IC scattering
is potentially important, and (ii) substructures within our Galaxy can give a significant
additional contribution to the signal. We have first shown that diffusion effects are more
important in the calculation of the DM-induced diffuse gamma-ray flux towards high latitudes
than towards the Galactic anticenter, due to the finite vertical extent of the confinement zone.
This mostly impacts the low energy IC contribution, while the prompt emission, for which
CR transport is irrelevant, turns out to almost always be dominant.
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Second, we have quantified the uncertainty in the gamma-ray signal due to the pres-
ence of subhalos in our Galaxy. In order to choose realistic parameters for the substructure
distribution, we used results from the latest N-body simulations, as well as some theoretical
arguments. This led us to choose a mass function index for our Galaxy between 1.9 and 2.
Concerning the other important parameter that determines the substructure boost factor,
namely the minimal halo mass, we considered a wide range of values which can be motivated
by the kinetic decoupling temperature of different DM particles. We found that under op-
timistic assumptions about both the minimal halo mass and the mass function index, the
signal can be enhanced by a factor of 2-20, whereas with very conservative assumptions it
could be as low as 20-30%. Therefore, we have a theoretical uncertainty of roughly an or-
der of magnitude in the prediction of the flux from DM annihilation. This can be found
to be enormous, but it is actually much less than the uncertainty in the prediction of the
extragalactic signal, which can vary by three orders of magnitude.
In order to set exclusion limits on annihilation cross-sections, we used the Isotropic
Gamma-Ray Background measurement by Fermi-LAT. In the most optimistic subhalo sce-
nario, we obtain limits that are as stringent as those derived from Dwarf-Spheroidals [97,
98, 107], with the low mass region Mχ < 30 GeV excluded in the channel τ
+τ−, assuming a
canonical annihilation cross section.
Finally, we have shown that there exists an interesting connection between the mass
function index and the DM mass. In case of determination of the DM mass at a collider,
and provided the main annihilation channel is known to be hadronic, we will learn something
about the mass function index from the non-observation of DM signals in Fermi-LAT data.
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Figure 8: Limits on the thermally averaged DM annihilation cross-section for different
channels, in the direction of GP (left) and GAC (right) when αm = 2 and αm = 1.9. In the
bottom panels, the orange and gray ellipses represent the regions taken from [15] favored
to explain the positron excess (at 3σ) by PAMELA [51] and the excess in e+ + e− seen by
Fermi-LAT (5σ) [53], respectively.
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Figure 9: Stringent limits on DM annihilation cross-section for the channel τ+τ− in the
direction of GP obtained by superimposing a power law background to the DM signal (see
text for details).
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Figure 10: Exclusion regions at 2σ in the plane (Mχ, αm), if DM annihilates at the canonical
rate into τ+τ−. The left panel was obtained following the conservative procedure used in
Fig. 8, whereas the right one was obtained following the ‘stringent’ procedure used in Fig. 9.
The minimal halo mass Mmin is varied between 10
−11 and 10−4M⊙.
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